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Abstract

Th* fitld equations for a Kaiuza-Klein Theory with the

4-dimensional space-time embedded In a 4+n dimensional flat

space are examined. The Integrabiiity conditions for the existence

of the ««bedding, together with Einstein's equations are tentatively

Interpreted as the fi^ld equations for a low energy observer. On

the other hand the /..ramies for an observer with high energy prob es

Is described by t* / F. nstein-Hilbert action. The behaviour of

ferwion «asses 1s *T?o examined at distinct gravitational field

configurations.



I - Introduction

In a previous paper [1] (hereafter refered to as I) we

have analysed the Kaiuza-Klein theory, starting fro» the hypothesis

that the presently observed four dimensional space-ti»e V^ 1s

a local subspace of the high dimensional space predicted by that

theory. For mathematical covenience we have assumed the high

dimensional space to be a flat, Hinkowskian space M 4 + n with

metric signature (3+n)(+) + l(-). In the present note we

look at the dynamics of the theory and in particular the physical

meaning of the embedding integrability conditions, the 6auss-

-Codazzi-R1cci equations. These equations, together with

Einstein's equations relate the matter stress-Energy tensor to

the three basic fields g^., b^,A and A^AB which emerge with

the embedding assumption. At this stage no considerations about

the size of the internal space is made so that in a sense these

equations describe the dynamics for an observer with low energy

probes withouth explicit reference to the internal variables x .

The functions A^Ap are identified with the Lie algebra

components of the gauge potentials for the gauge group S0(n).

On the other hand the fields b^,A have no equivalent in the

conventional formulations of Kaluza-Klein theory. These functions

are the coefficients of the second quadratic form of the embedded

V4 and as it was seen in I, they play an essential role In the

compactification of the internal space. From the point of view

of physics they behave as a set of massless fields whose dynamics

1s regulated by the Codazzi equation.



The dynamics for an observer with a high energy pro»* is

described by the Einstein-Hilbert action for ta« «ttric Ta$ . wnere

the internal variables are integrated in the cospactified interval

(0, a(p)]< Such action decomposes naturally into a $ w of the v6,

Eins.t.eiR-rHilbert action for the^?eld g ^ defined in I, . sr-:

plus an action for the gauge field A,.D. Since the fields b l í â

are related to the matter fields via the combination of Einstein ,

and Gauss equations, the action for g, • can be further decoapased

in the action for the gravitational field g- - plus another for.^-:

the matter field. In this sense a unified picture close to the .r .

Kaluza-Klein objectives is obtained. .

Iri .section-fTf ' the behaviour of feraion masses is analysed;.

"The stability "of tho ccinpactif ication of^th-i int-irnal spaces to •*.'' r

radius of the order of Planck's lenght as described by C£sis»tr
Alike forces acting on the boundaries of x , depends on the

presence of massive fermions. Here the analysis of these Masses is

implemented by the use of the mass operator of the full ce«bined <

embedding symmetry S0(3+n,l).

In what fglTcws the same notation as in I is used and

quoted expressions.x in I are indicated as (x-I).



II - Field Equations

Fro» the analogy of the derived aetric (8-1) with the

Kaluza-Klein Metric anzatz, the functions A^g can be readily

identified with the Lie algebra components of the gauge potentials

for the group G « S0(n). This identification can also be

obtained fro» the transformation properties of A^» under the

group S 0 ( 3 + n , l ) . The general s o l u t i o n of K i l l i n g ' s equat ion

(19-1) is

tA « e A
i ( x j ) x i + 9 A

B (x j )x B , (1)

A i i
where the parameters 9 (x ) depend on x only and are sjch

I AB ^ tt (B A}

that ev ' = Y K 0 'a = 0. Consider now an inf in i tesimal

x • + ru af. S0(3+nJ) cf Â  - 1M

C S „ .kAííAB ,A " AiACÇ,B " A

Using (1) and introducing the structure constants of the subgroup S,

AiBC9 A " AiAC 0 B*"A1EFCABCDe •

It follows that

A1AB *iAB + CABCD9 AiEF eAB,1



The first three terms in the right hand side correspond to a gauge

transformation where the gauge group is the subgroup § « S0(n).

The remaining teras appear because § is not an invariant
• • i

subgroup of S0(3+n,l). For a pure gauge transformation either

take Ç-* - 0 or take the flat Halt of V4 where, as it was

seen in I the Lie algebra of G disconccts fro» that of the

space-tiae subgroup P^. This result shows that t » S0(n) can

be identified with the gauge group for the potentials
-AB • '

Ai = AiABL * ^5 ** *as "ent^one(! *R *» when the embedding is

analytic the naxicum nuaber of dimensions required is 10 sc that

the gauge group is G * S0(7). However if the eabeddiny is acre

realistically considered to be differentiible then the raxicu*

number cf dinensiots rises to" 14 and the gauge oroup E-= SG(10*

arises. Therefore if a sui t;ble -syne try breaking nechanis^ is

introduced a grand unification scheae can be iapleaented.

The relationship between g.-, b^- A, ^^^ h given by

the Gauss-Codazzi-Ricci equations. These equations can be shaped

in a more appropriate form. Construct the field strenghts of A,

as usual:

where V^ denote the covariant derivative operator in V^ with

respect to y. ,. Here for simplicity the coupling constant ^Q

has taken to be cn2 and the factor 1/2 his been placed for

convenience. The fifld strengths can elso be expressed as
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F i à * * a á rABCD

r i jEF * jEF.i " AiEF,j + 2 A1AB;iCD EF'

At this stage i t is convehient to introduce an algebraic fora for
bijA compatible with that of A .̂ For that purpose define the

Clifford algebra over M4+(| associated with Ya$:

Then i t i s well known that

The space-tiae projections of these equations define

' the projected Clifford algebra with generators Êa:

(5)

•* r»

Then the algebraic for» of b^-^ is

Introducing the gauge covariant derivative

D1 ' E°Vi

where E° is the identity of the Clifford algebra, it follows that

where

m n i - i

ljAB,iJ

-MM
AIjAB,iJ * AI1«AAjJNB« • Í7)



5.

Finally the gauge covariant derivative of b { is

so that

lD1bjk>

In order to understand the dynamics in M. two
•. ..- •• 4 + n ••• r • • :r.. 1

distinct situations are considered. In the first case the observer

rtaains confined in V^ in the sense of an observer with low

energy probes. .In this case.the available equations are the

Gauss-Codazzi -Ricci equations (which are equations projected in ,V.j)

tn terns of b, . the Gauss Eq. C)2_-T) i*fi-tre-T»n

On the other hand using (7), the Ricci equation (M-I) can be

written as

or, contracting with L ,

( R t c c 1 )

Finally to reshape the Codazzi equation use the identity

|ÊA,LBC) « gABíC - ÍACÊB in (9) to obtain

lO | fb j k) -
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In view of the Codazzi equation (13-1) the bracket in the

right hand side vanishes so that

or equivalently

"7 bkiJ Aij (Godazzi). (12)

Therefore the Codazzi equation (12) describes the dynamics of

the «assless field b'^^. A further insight on this field can be

obtained fron the combination of Gauss and Einstein equations [2]:

Fro» (10) we get- •'"- . .

then Einstein's tensor for V4 •» derived fro» 6auss* equation is

This expression should not be regarded as an identity. It is an

equation relating the Einstein tensor to the extrinsic curvature

of V^ in M 4 + n. If jjj . is a solution of Einstein's equation

**1j " T1J (Matter)» tnen tne combined Einstein-6auss equation

relates the stress-energy of matter to the bending of V^ Inside

H :

T,<(Matter) - B M - i s ^ B (Einstein-Gauss). (15)
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In part icular for eapty space-tiaes I t follows that B^, • 0 and

reciprocal ly. Therefore for empty space-tiae the extr insic curvature

mist be such that

The extrinsic curvature described by the right hand side

of Gauss equation describes how V* deviates from the local

tangent space. Gauss equation tells that this concept is equivalent

to the intrinsic (Riemannian) idea of curvature. On the other hand

if the intrinsic curvature of V^ is produced by the matter

stress-energy tensor T^. then equation (15) translates that

intrinsic property in terms of the extrinsic geometry of V4 as a '

hypersurface of M^+ . A similar interpretation for a space-tike

surface V3 embedded in V4 can be found in [3J , [4j .
-.» • . . t '

y . • ' ' • ••

The second situation to be examined is that of an observer

with suff ic ient energy to probe into the space B with radius

a ( p ) . The Kaluza-Klein theory assumes that this dynamics is derived

from the Einstein-Hilbert action for V4+n> From a direct analogy

of (8-1) with the Kaluza-Klein metric anzatz and from the assumed

flatness of H4 + n i f follows immediately that

0 - R ( Y ) /

where R(g) /-dot g is the Einstein Lagrangian calculated with the

metric g ^ given by (10-1). In other words wé formally write

R(g) - g1jRi:|(g) where
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and where

«« * 9jk.1

•nd rfj(g) « 9*^*^,(9). It follows that the space-ti»e

restriction of R^*(g) reproduces the Ricci tensor of V^, R̂

Notice that Rfj(g) can be regarded as part of *<J(Y) calculated

from (8-1):

where in R^j A we have placed all remaining terns. Since R-JJ(Y) • °

then it follows that

Projecting this equation in V^ we obtain the contracted Gauss

equation (13).

The Lagrangian R(g)/-det g in (16) can be expanded

arcund x « 0 to give

R(g)/-def g - R(g)/-det g + xARA, (18)

where in x RA we have placed all remaining terms which are
A •- 'functions of x , g,, and b ^ ^ ' Likewise the second term in

the right hand side of (16) can be expanded around x • 0.

Remembering, that the small case Latin index contractions in that

term are performed with respect to g,,, it follows that
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Hrmn N
F9 FmnAMF BN " 9MN9im9jnF A F B

where we have replaced 9 ^ by Its expression given by (10-1) and
A iplaced in x F^ all remaining terms which are dependent on

x sij* bijA and AiAB* A í t e r replacing (18) and (19) in (16),

the action integral becomes

.4x .

-||x A(R A*F f l)d
4yd nx.

A
In the left hand side the dependence in x is explicit so that the

integrals over B can be calculated from 0 to a(p) to giv«.

A + a(P)
2

where fAB..« .1 r fo r f A = B and fAB = | fo r A / B. Taking the

va r i a t i on of~(?0) wi.;th respect to g ^ we get

í f ^ A < R A + F A ) d 4 + > < x ' - ( 2 1 )^(9) ( ) i i T
J : j a ( p )

where •

T i j < F > " f W 9 n i n F 1A F jB +

Not ice t h a t i n the r i g h t hand side of (21) RA + FA depend

x so t h a t the i n t e g r a t i o n over B cannot be c a l c u l a t e d

on
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without explicit knowledge of these functions. However they can
A A

be again expanded arodnd x = 0 so that the lowest power of x

in the integrand of (21) is 2, leading to a first order terW

proportional to a(p) in the right hand side. This term Is
dependent on 9-f j» bi jA ancl A1AB so that *rom E^ nste^n~6auss

equation it is related to the matter fields. If the observer has

sufficient energy, to excite the states of the order of a(p) and

do not neglect the terms in the right hand side of (21), then an

unified picture of gravitation and gauge fields can be in

principle described. On the other hand if a(p) is to b<

neglected only the Einstein-Yang-Mills theory emerge.

V - Fermion masses

Fermions are traditionally introduced in the Kaluza-Klein

theory by means of the zero-mass Dirac equation defined in the

high dimensional space. Then the fermion masses are described by

the engenvalues of the internal part of the Dirac operator. From

tha harmonic expansion of the wave function in terms of the

internal variables and from the small size of a(p) it follows

that very large fermion masses emerge when the non zero modes

are taken in consideration. More recently the presence of these

massive fermions have been used to correct instabilities in the

one-loop effective potential used in the previously mentioned

compactification [5,6].
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In our simple model of compactificatiõn, the internal space

is an n-sphere B » S0(n)/S0(n-1) so that the wave function can
A "

be taken to be a periodic function, on x with period 2wa(p), with
Fourier expansion

inirxA ;

Since a(p) is of the order of R for p > R then large mass

ferroions will emerge for the non zero modes. On the other hand the

embedding symmetry S0(3+n,l) has a natural mass operator which is

proportional to the second order casimir operator of that group [7]:

L L •

M2 = k(p) -^V-> <22)
. P

where fc(P) is a mass sca l ing fac tor such that k(p) » k (constant)

as p -»• °° v the constant k being the mass scale fac to r fo r the

Poincaré mass operator. The existence of t h i s mass-operator

suggests that ferntions may be introduced in the % space by

fo l l ow ing the same procedure of Dirac in the.de S i t t e r space-time

DO . Thus the fermion equation in Ĥ , would, be

a = 0,

where Y is a representation of the Clifford algebra ( 4 ) . This

equation can also be written as

1 ^ \
 i ,xA) - 0. (23)
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Comparing with the standard approach for fermions in the Kaiuza-

-Klein theory, we notice two contributions for the fermion masses.

The mass' associated with the eigenvalues of y aA which are large

for the non-zero modes of f and for p > R and the masses

associated with H which are comparable with the observed mass

spectra for weak gravitation.

Again two distinct situations have to be considered. For an

observer confined to v"4 (that is a lowenergy observer) the

equation (23) appears as projected in V^ > (i.e. restricted to

x = 0 ) . If one imposes on ^ the dimensional reduction by a
a

generalized cylindrical condition (34»/3x ) « = 0 (but
x =0 A

3î /3x ' i 0 ) , which essentially means that for small values--.of x- y

behaves in V^ as a function of x only, then the Projected

Dirac equation reads
( Y 3 - - f n ) ^ = 0 ,

1

w h e r e Y C Y | A » ^ = * I A * T h e r e f o r e i f ^ i s
0

cylindrical, the contribution for the fermion masses in V4 is

given by M only. From its definition (22); M produces large

masses in regions of strong gravity (small p) but in regions of

weak gravitation these masses are of the order of the Poincaré

masses.

For a high energy observer there is no reason to project

Dirac's equation into V4 so that the equation to be considered

is (231., with the two contributions for the mass. In this case,
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fernions with large nasses would appear in the non zero «odes,

even for weak gravitation. However in strong gravity regions the

two parts, of the total «ass operator will contribute to produce

large nasses^ |t is possible that at the very early stages of

the universe the balance pf these two nass contributions regulate

the stability ofjthe proposed gravitational Casimir effect acting

on the boundaries of B . This is however highly conjectural.
" ' ' " ' • : • . : , r-v;;;»

VI - Concluding remarks
- A ' • '

- • . y \ •

The present geonretric formulation of Kaluza-Kletn theor^y

differ troni the. conventional "ã"p"p"rDirctvé5-Jtfi. the theory i" the . A

sense that the gauge fields, the gauge group and the metric a r e ,

not postulated. Instead, one assumes that if the high dimensional

space conjectured by the theory is still present, than the four

dimensional space-time is a local subspace of that space. The

conditions for such embedding are sufficient to characterize a

gauge potential and a gauge group. The dimension of the embedding

space is required to be sufficiently large so as to allow the

embedding of the various configurations)of the space-time

including the neighbourhood of the big-bang, regarded as a point-

like singularity. Then as suggested by the maximal analytic

extension of the Schwarzschild space-time, the signature of the r

embedding space is taken to be (3+n)(+) + l(-). At this

neighbourhood the gravitational field is considered to be devoid of

symmetries so that the embedding is taken to be differentiable at

the best with the maximum limit of fourteen dimensions..
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The resulting metric given by (8-1) indicates that the

Kaluza-KTein idea is compatible with the embedding hypothesis.

It suggests also that the original Kaluza-Klein metric anzatz may

be incomplete in the sense that the fields b,» A were not

considered. As It was seen in I the presence of these fields,

together with the condition that 7 „ is non singular, impose a

natural corapactification on the space B p of internal coordinates

In the simple model considered B assumes the form of an

n-sphere whose radius a(p) decreases hyperbolically with p.

The dynamics of such compactification has not been derived from

classical theory itself. Instead.we have, borrowed t+»e rather

attractive idea of a Casimir - like effect acting on the

boun4a-ri^s-U)f tfie in_terjT^l_space. The stability of such Quantum "..

process appears to depend on the existence of wery large mass

fermions -at an early universe. A tentative description of the

behaviour of the fermion masses has been implemented by use of

the mass operator of the embedding symmetry.

Some objections may be raised against the use of a flat

high dimensional space. In fact this choice may not lead to the

most general theory but it is regarded as a first approximation.

It is hoped that with an appropriate choice of a high dimensional

space with non zero curvature a more complete unified picture will

emerge.
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